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Abstract. Coding and computational thinking have recently become compulsory skills in many 
school systems globally. Teaching these new skills presents a challenge for many teachers. A 
notable example of professional development designed using Constructionist principles to address 
this challenge is ScratchEd. Upon reflecting on her experiences designing and running ScratchEd, 
Karen Brennan identified five tensions faced by professional development providers, and pro-
posed that these tensions could be used for scrutinising and critiquing professional development.
In this paper we analyse, through the lens of Brennan’s tensions, the process we have followed to 
design, evaluate and improve professional development. We argue that while we have experienced 
the same tensions, the extent to which we assess learning is a new tension that extends those identified 
by Brennan. There are strong reasons to assess teachers’ knowledge, however, quantitative measures 
of learning could be at odds with Constructionism: as Papert argued in Mindstorms, constructionist 
educators should study their learning environments as anthropologists. Consequently, we have 
called this new tension the tension between anthropology and assessment.

Keywords: teacher professional development; Constructionism; computational thinking; pro-
gramming; pedagogical content knowledge.

Introduction

Recently, while working with a colleague to develop a joint research project proposal 
on teaching quality, he asserted, ‘just add coding or computational thinking somewhere, 
it’s the only way to get funds these days’. This colleague is a successful academic in the 
field of physical education and has what one could consider an impressive track record 
with funding applications. While this comment is not entirely reflective of the funding 
situation in the field of educational research, and admittedly was pronounced in jest, 
it provides an interesting insight into how prominent coding has become for educa-
tion authorities worldwide. Many countries have recently introduced, or are planning 
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to introduce, curricula that include the teaching of Coding and Computational Thinking 
throughout K-12 (Webb et al., 2016). Australia has recently introduced a Digital Tech-
nologies learning area within its new national curriculum (Falkner, Vivian, Falkner, & 
Williams, 2017), England introduced a Computing Curriculum in 2014 that is manda-
tory for all K-6 students (Sentance & Csizmadia, 2016), and in the United States there 
have been national efforts to introduce K-12 Computer Science education into all of the 
states (Brown & Briggs, 2015; Fisher, 2016).

However, Coding and Computational Thinking (C&CT) are not new to schools and 
there have been many attempts to bring these skills into mainstream K-12 education 
since the 1970s. Many of these efforts were led by constructionists, who encouraged stu-
dents coding in Logo, and similar programming languages, to explore “powerful ideas”, 
as Papert (1980, p. 138) had envisioned. The teaching of coding in Logo did not become 
widespread in K-12 education in the 1980s and 1990s, due to a complex mix of social, 
political and technical issues, and a “lack of subject-matter integration” (Agalianos, 
Whitty, & Noss, 2006; Kafai & Burke, 2013, p. 61). Papert (1987, p. 24) lamented that 
many researchers and educators had taken a “technocentric” view of Logo and that they 
had ignored many of the powerful ideas from Mindstorms (Papert, 2000). 

The renewed interest in C&CT has motivated educators and researchers to work 
towards fulfilling Papert’s dream (Resnick, 2017), and although Seymour has recently 
passed away, his legacy lives on in the 21st Century. His ideas have had a large influence 
on the design of Scratch, which is widely available, free and commonly used in schools 
(Kafai & Burke, 2013). The Maker Movement, which encourages learners to construct 
digital and physical artefacts that are personally meaningful to them, has also been in-
fluenced by Papert’s Constructionism (Blikstein, 2013). Despite the wide availability of 
free tools for learning C&CT, there are still some major challenges that educators and 
researchers are facing when introducing C&CT in K-12. One of the main challenges is 
the preparation of teachers, as C&CT is unlikely to have been part of their K-12 or ter-
tiary education (Falkner et al., 2017; Yadav, Sands, Good, & Lishinki, 2018).

To overcome the challenges that the introduction of C&CT in school curricula pres-
ents for teachers, many professional development (PD) initiatives are being developed 
and implemented worldwide (Garneli, Giannakos, & Chorianopoulos, 2015). These ini-
tiatives focus on different aspects of C&CT and typically provide a range of experiences 
and knowledge for teachers to take to their classrooms. While there is general consensus 
that content knowledge (CK) is essential in order to effectively teach, there is also gener-
al acceptance of the importance of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), as introduced 
by Lee Shulman (1986). PCK is widely used in the education literature as a means of 
understanding the particular types of knowledge unique to teachers. This type of knowl-
edge includes, for example, knowledge of student misconceptions about specific topics 
and how teachers might respond to these and knowledge of effective analogies for illus-
trating concepts or ideas. PCK has been studied in the context of C&CT both in primary 
and secondary school settings (Angeli et al., 2016). However, while PCK is recognised 
as being of crucial importance for effective teaching in C&CT (Saeli, Perrenet, Jochems, 
& Zwaneveld, 2011), research about ways to understand and promote PCK in C&CT is 
still in its infancy (Cooper, Grover, Guzdial, & Simon, 2014). There are still many les-
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sons to learn about providing appropriate and effective PD to pre-service and in-service 
teachers (Guzdial, 2015; Yadav et al., 2018). 

Interestingly, in the special issue on ‘Constructionism and Creativity’ of the journal 
Constructivist Foundations, Karen Brennan reflected, “I am often asked ‘What lessons 
have you learned from your [PD] work?’ I have to appreciate that my experiences and 
understandings are more aptly described as ‘tensions negotiated’ than ‘lessons learned’” 
(Brennan, 2015, p. 293). In her article, she describes the tensions she has encountered 
when running the ScratchEd model of PD. Brennan (2015) provides examples of when 
these tensions have occurred in each of the PD formats and explains the approaches she 
has used to negotiate these tensions.

Our experiences running PD over the last six years have taught us what we thought 
were invaluable lessons about what effective PD is and how certain aspects of the PD 
can be evaluated. However, it has become that apparent our lessons learned are much 
more like the tensions negotiated by Brennan (2015), and that our latest lesson learned is 
that we have not really learned any lessons – we have just discovered ways to negotiate 
tensions.

In this paper, we analyse the process we followed in the past six years to design, eval-
uate and improve our PD through the lens of the tensions negotiated by Brennan (2015). 
Our analysis highlights the importance of evaluating PD and developing metrics that 
can help us evaluate teachers’ learning during and after the PD. As we have designed the 
most recent PD workshops with Constructionism as a “framework for action” (DiSessa 
& Cobb, 2004, p. 83), we often find that it is difficult to decide between measuring the 
changes of teachers’ PCK and CK, and not measuring these changes.  We contend this 
difficulty is a new tension that differs from those identified by Brennan (2015), which 
we call the tension between anthropology and assessment.

The idea of this paper was presented at Constructionism 2018 and published in con-
ference proceedings.

Professional Development Design

As stated in the previous section, many PD initiatives have been established around 
the world to address the challenge of preparing educators for teaching C&CT in K-12 
(Menekse, 2015). These include Massive Open Online Courses (Falkner et al., 2017), 
face-to-face workshops (Menekse, 2015), and the development of local hubs that pro-, and the development of local hubs that pro- and the development of local hubs that pro-
vide teachers with support from peers, known as ‘Master teachers’ (Sentance, Hum-
phreys, & Dorling, 2014).

One notable example of a model of PD that has been designed to include construc-
tionist learning experiences is ScratchEd (Brennan, 2015). Initially, Brennan (2015) 
developed an online community for educators to share their experiences teaching with 
Scratch. After the establishment of the online community, Brennan developed Scratch 
educator meetups that are run for three hours on a Saturday morning each month in 
Boston.  Brennan (2015, p. 293) stated that the online community “cannot provide con-
structionist experiences”, and, consequently, the meetups were intended to provide these 
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experiences. Brennan also developed an online workshop titled the Creative Computing 
Online Workshop (CCOW), which was available to teachers globally. The CCOW lasted 
six weeks and involved a variety of activities, including the development and sharing of 
design journals. The ScratchEd model combined these three formats of PD: the online 
community, monthly face-to-face meetups and the CCOW.

We have been developing and running face-to-face PD workshops at our university 
for six years. The main aim of the workshops has been to help prepare teachers for teach-main aim of the workshops has been to help prepare teachers for teach-
ing the Australian Digital Technologies curriculum. In 2013 and 2014, the workshops 
were only available for High School teachers, but in 2015 we began to include Primary 
School teachers. These workshops have involved a variety of sessions: activities with 
step-by-step instructions, collaborative problem-solving exercises and lesson-planning 
activities, and presentations by academics and industry representatives.

The design and implementation of the workshops has evolved each year as a result 
of participants’ feedback, which has been collected through validated surveys. As dis-
cussed later in the Tensions Negotiated section, the feedback that we received in the 
surveys, particularly the feedback in responses to the surveys’ open-ended questions, has 
influenced the changes that we have made to the PD. For example, the feedback from 
our first workshop in 2013 indicated that there was too much theory and lectures in the 
sessions, which led us to begin the inclusion of more hands-on and constructionist ses-
sions in the PD in the years that followed. We have also been informed by the general 
PD literature, in which there has been extensive research about what factors are present 
in effective PD (for example, Desimone, 2009). Unlike Brennan (2015), we have not 
had any online components in our PD yet, and we would argue that face-to-face PD 
will always be valuable and essential. The availability of face-to-face PD is particularly 
important for teachers who are only beginning to learn C&CT and have low-confidence 
about teaching them, as argued by Sentance and Csizmadia (2017). 

Fig. 1. Participants in 2017 workshop.
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Tensions Negotiated

Six years after beginning the ScratchEd project, Brennan (2015) reflected on her experi-
ences and observations when running the different forms of PD and also analysed inter-
views with 30 of the teachers that participated in her PD. In her analysis, Brennan (2015, 
p. 294) concluded that her experiences and understandings would be best described as 
“tensions negotiated”, rather than “lessons learned” and described the five tensions that 
she considered to be the most pressing. She also explained how these tensions were ex-
perienced and negotiated in the different formats of the ScratchEd model. Fig. 2 below 
depicts those tensions.

Like Brennan (2015), we have sought to provide constructionist learning experiences 
in our PD, as we believe that learning environments that are influenced by construction-
ist ideas should be encouraged in K-12. However, the format of the PD that we have run 
over the last six years has been very different to the forms of PD in the ScratchEd model. 
Our PD has mainly been run as two-day workshops that have been planned weeks or 
months beforehand and have not had an online component like the ScratchEd online 
community or CCOW. Like Brennan, when we have reflected on our experiences about 
running the workshops, we have often thought about the lessons that we have learned 
that could be useful for other PD providers. But, also like Brennan, we have found ten-
sions negotiated to be a more appropriate description than lessons learned. In the con-
clusion of her article, Brennan argues that the tensions she identified are not specific to 
Scratch or her ScratchEd model, and that they could be scrutinized or critiqued by other 
PD providers. 

In the following sections, we explain how we have experienced each of the five ten-
sions identified by Brennan when developing and running our PD. To determine how 

Fig. 2: Brennan (2015) tensions.
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the PD was impacted by the different tensions, we initially analysed the open-ended 
responses to the feedback surveys (n = 137) through the lens of the five tensions identi-
fied by Brennan (2015), by thematic coding the responses in NVivo 11. We also reflected 
on our experiences during the PD and discussed how these related to each of the differ-
ent tensions. We found that teachers have been satisfied with our workshops, and some 
aspects have improved as a consequence of responding to feedback. However, we found 
that this feedback provided only insight on teachers’ general satisfaction with our work-
shops and, to a certain extent, the classroom applicability of the PD content, but was not 
enough to give us a full picture of their learning. Also, our funding bodies have started 
to require measures of impact that go beyond self-reported self-efficacy outcomes. Con-
sequently, we determined that we are experiencing a tension that was not identified by 
Brennan, which we have called the tension between anthropology and assessment, after 
the argument made by Papert (1980) that educators should study their learning environ-
ments as anthropologists.

Tension between Tool and Learning

The tension between tool and learning refers to balancing the PD’s focus between teach-
ing about concepts/tools (CK) and helping teachers create learning environments for 
students to use these concepts/tools (PCK). On one side of the tension is a focus on 
teaching a tool, such as Scratch, and the essential concepts needed to use and understand 
that tool. On the other side of the tension are the pedagogical practices and different 
approaches to classroom activities, such as the “creative design activities” described by 
Brennan (2015, p. 294). 

In our workshops, we have conducted sessions with a variety of software and hard-
ware tools and have usually focused on imparting CK. The rationale for including a 
variety of tools has been to make teachers aware of the many options that they have for 
teaching C&CT at different levels of K-12.  Each year, the teachers that have attended 
the workshops have taught at a variety of levels and subjects and, consequently, we al-
ways try to provide a variety of options of activities that are relevant to them. 

We have often focussed on imparting CK in the majority of the workshop sessions 
because many teachers have not learned about C&CT during their K-12 or tertiary edu-
cation and much of this CK is likely to be new to them (Falkner et al., 2017; Yadav et al., 
2018). Consequently, we expected that the workshops participants would not have much 
CK and that they primarily needed to acquire CK before they acquire PCK. Although the 
workshop sessions always involve the teaching of certain tools, we tend to have central 
concepts that we aim to impart in the sessions and theme the sessions accordingly. For 
example, we titled the session that we introduce Scratch in, “Visual Programming with 
Scratch”. During that session we explained what visual programing is, gave examples 
of how visual programming can be included in K-12, and described visual programming 
tools that could be used instead of Scratch. 

Despite the workshop sessions having had a concept as a central theme, we have 
found that teachers usually responded to questions about applying the concepts learned 
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during the workshops with answers about introducing the tools to their students, rather 
than introducing the concepts or particular pedagogical approaches in their classes. For 
example, in response to the question “Do you think you will you apply what you learned 
in the workshop? If so, what?”, many teachers responded with a list of tools, such as, 
“Yes, makey makeys, scratch at a deeper level than I’ve been teaching it and sphero”. 
Comments such as this led us to include a combination of sessions that focus on a partic-
ular concept and/or tool, and sessions that focus on particular pedagogical approaches. 
For example, in the 2017 Primary School workshop we introduced C&CT concepts in 
Scratch in a session on the first day and then ran a session on the second day that focussed 
on teaching CT through design activities with the Creative Computing Curriculum guide 
(Brennan, Balch, & Chung, 2014), which has activities that use Scratch. 

Another difficulty encountered during our PD, which Brennan (2015) does not ex-
plicitly mention, and that we consider to be encompassed in the tension between tool 
and learning, is the technical issues we experienced when using certain tools. For ex-
ample, we encountered technical issues when using the MIT AppInventor software with 
Android tablets during the “Building Mobile Apps” activity, due to the way the network 
was configured at our university. Although we resolved these issues quickly during the 
session, this troubleshooting detracted from the activity. Teachers may encounter these 
issues themselves with their classes, so it could be argued that it is beneficial to include 
instruction on how to troubleshoot these issues in PD. Despite the difficulties faced, we 
believe that the tools that can be difficult to use in some environments, are conducive to 
constructionist learning experiences. Consequently, we intend to include more instruc-
tional time that addresses the potential technical issues, so that teachers can troubleshoot 
these issues themselves and assist their students to troubleshoot these issues.

Tension between Direction and Discovery

The tension between direction and discovery refers to the balancing by instructors to 
provide guidance and resources to learners, while also allowing learners to discover re-
sources and concepts on their own. This is similar to the “play paradox” defined by Noss 
and Hoyles (1996), which they used to refer to the balancing of exploration and guidance 
when students are learning in a microworld (for example, Logo). 

When we design our PD, there are certain learning outcomes that we aim to address 
in each of the sessions, which align with concepts from the Australian Digital Technolo-
gies curriculum. These concepts include what Brennan and Resnick (2012) call com-
putational concepts, which include concepts like sequencing and loops. Additionally, 
Primary School teachers have also been encouraged to integrate C&CT across different 
subject areas (NSW Education Standards Authority, 2018), and to teach C&CT to assist 
development of students’ “general capabilities”, for example, Literacy, Numeracy and 
Creative Thinking (ACARA, 2018). Our past PD workshops have been focussed on up-
skilling teachers’ CK and consequently many of the sessions’ planned learning outcomes 
have been related to the essential computational concepts from the Australian Digital 
Technologies curriculum. 
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Brennan (2015, p. 293) designed the ScratchEd PD model with the main assump-
tion that “teachers should have learning experiences that are comparable to their stu-
dents’ learning experiences”. Like Brennan, we believe that if we are encouraging 
teachers to include constructionist learning experiences in their classes, we should 
be including these experiences in our PD. In recent PD workshops, we have made 
changes to provide more constructionist learning experiences, but we have often had 
to negotiate the tension between direction and discovery when designing and running 
the PD activities. In past evaluations of our workshops we found that teachers have en-
joyed the sessions that had step-by-step exercises more than the sessions that involved 
self-guided activities (Prieto-Rodriguez & Hickmott, 2016). For example, one teacher 
thought “it was very useful to have printed sheets to follow…” during the sessions. 
Conversely, some teachers responded to the surveys with suggestions to include more 
self-directed activities and “problems to solve with minimal guidance on how to solve 
them”.  Consequently, we have had to learn to negotiate the balance of providing dif-
ferent types of instruction or pedagogical approaches, as the teachers themselves are 
likely to do in their own classes.

In the 2016 and 2017 workshops, we began to include sessions that allowed the 
teachers to spend more time on self-guided exploration and play. For example, in the 
2017 Primary School workshop we included a session themed around the Creative Com-
puting curriculum guide and included the “10 Blocks” activity from that guide in the ses-
sion. In the “10 Blocks” activity, learners are asked to create a Scratch program but are 
limited to 10 different types of blocks, which the instructor can learn about before they 
run the activity. These types of activities can help teachers believe that it is “…ok to not 
know everything as the teacher”, as stated by one of the survey respondents, 

Another difficulty that we have experienced designing our PD, that we consider 
to be encompassed within the tension between direction and discovery, is related to 
the limited amount of time for the PD. In most of our workshops, 20–30 local teach-
ers have attended six-hour long workshops for two consecutive days. The workshops 
take place during the school term and at a local university, so the teachers have to be 
away from their classes during this time and their schools need to cover the costs of 
substitute teachers. Consequently, we plan many of the sessions prior to the workshop, 
in order to make the best use of the time we have with the teachers, and this planning 
has often resulted in activities that do give learners specific direction. We are aware of 
approaches to PD that solely involve self-directed, constructionist activities, such as 
the four-day Constructing Modern Knowledge workshops run by Martinez and Stager 
(2013). However, we have typically had 1–2 instructors during the workshops, which 
would have made it difficult to provide guidance to 20–30 teachers working on open-
ended projects, and the two days has not been enough time to cover essential CK and 
to also run design activities. There are also difficulties that are discussed in the tension 
between expert and novice and tension between actual and aspirational sections, which 
prevent us from only including self-directed, constructionist sessions in our PD. To ad-
dress this tension, we intend to run after-school sessions over a term in our PD. This 
structure would allow teachers to work on design projects during their free time and for 
us to provide guidance during the sessions or through email.
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Tension between Individual and Group

The tension between individual and group refers to the challenge of facilitating produc-
tive collaboration between the teachers that attend the PD. As Brennan (2015) argues, 
learners should be encouraged to connect with each other and learners working in groups 
can learn new perspectives from one another. We have not had to negotiate this tension 
to the same extent as Brennan, which could be due to the collaborative and face-to-face 
nature of our workshops. There are a few aspects of our workshops that allow for col-
laboration to occur with minimal intervention from us, such as introduction sections, 
meal breaks, and collaborative hands-on or lesson planning activities. 

One challenge, that we consider to be part of the tension between individual and 
group, is the sustaining of knowledge sharing and connections after the PD has been 
completed. Unlike the ScratchEd model, we do not have an online community for our 
PD for teachers to share resources or discuss ideas in. Additionally, teachers that have 
attended the workshops have usually been from different schools and it has been rare 
for more than two teachers from the same school to attend the same workshop. To help 
address this challenge, we decided to design a workshop in 2018 that is focused on as-
sisting experienced C&CT teachers acquire the CK and PCK they need to establish local 
professional learning communities (PLCs). 

Tension between Expert and Novice

The tension between expert and novice refers to the tension between the teachers who 
are considered to be knowledgeable about the content in the PD activities (the experts) 
and the teachers who have only begun to learn the content (the novices). Like Brennan 
(2015), the teachers that have attended our PD have had a wide range of CK and experi-
ence teaching C&CT. Some of the teachers that have attended our PD were professional 
software developers before their teaching careers, whereas some other teachers had not 
learned anything about C&CT prior to our PD. However, the ways in which we have 
experienced this tension seem to differ from Brennan  (2015), which could also be due 
to the differences in the PD format. Brennan (2015) gave examples that were mainly 
experienced in the interactions between the teachers when they were learning together. 
On the other hand, we ourselves have experienced this tension when trying to choose 
planned learning outcomes, session themes and activities that are appropriate for teach-
ers that have varying levels of CK and PCK.

We consider the difficulty of providing resources and instruction that are suitable 
for a wide range of teachers’ CK to be encompassed by the tension between expert and 
novice. We have encountered this difficulty since our first PD in 2013 and, consequently, 
negotiating this tension has been the precursor to several of the major changes we have 
made to our PD. For example, prior to 2015 we had only run one workshop per year, with 
activities that involved high school Digital Technologies concepts. However, in 2015, 
we decided to run two different workshops, the Introductory and Advanced workshops, 
which had activities that were designed to cater for teachers with different levels of CT 
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CK. This decision was a result of reflecting on our observations of teachers’ varying lev-
els of CK and responses to the feedback surveys in the previous years’ workshops. We 
have also given the teachers the choice to participate in different activities that are suit-
able to their level of expertise, which are similar to the breakout sessions in the Meetups 
described by Brennan. For example, in the 2016 High School workshop, teachers chose 
between a session that introduced the teaching of Data Science in R and an Introduction 
to General-Purpose Programming with Sonic Pi.

As we have often presented short talks before the activities in each PD session, we 
have often been positioned as the experts during the PD. However, some of the teachers 
have had expertise in areas of CK and PCK that we did not have. Consequently, we have 
invited some teachers to assist us when running activities or present their own sessions, 
and also encouraged the expert teachers to share their knowledge with the rest of the 
group during the PD. For example, in the 2017 Primary School workshop we invited a 
teacher that had attended a workshop in an earlier year, to help us run a Collaborative 
Lesson Planning Activity. That teacher had extensive knowledge about relevant K-6 cur-
riculum outcomes, that we did not have ourselves, and consequently was able to help the 
teachers map their lesson plans to these outcomes. 

We have also encountered the tension between expert and novice when we have con-
sidered the changes to make to the PD from teachers’ suggestions in the feedback sur-
veys. Although we have run workshops that have had activities that aim to cater for dif-
ferent levels of teachers’ CK, we still have received feedback that indicated we may have 
needed to differentiate the content more. An example of this was found in the feedback 
responses of the 2017 Maths workshop, which was intended to be suitable for teachers 
with some CK and some experience Coding in a Blocks-based language, like Scratch. 
One teacher stated that the workshop content was “All well delivered and at right level”, 
whereas another teacher responded that “As a beginner of coding, I found the pace of 
the coding activities too fast.” Despite the changes we have made to the PD to address 
the challenge of differentiation, negotiating this tension seems to be inevitable, as the 
teachers that have attended the PD have always had a wide range of CK. As discussed in 
the tension between anthropology and assessment section, one way to address this would 
be to measure the teachers’ CK before the PD, which could help us plan sessions that are 
appropriate for teachers with different levels of CK.

Tension between Actual and Aspirational

The tension between actual and aspirational refers to the difficulty of providing 
constructionist learning experiences to teachers that they can replicate in their 
classes. Brennan (2015, p. 295) argues that “constructionist learning experiences are 
fundamentally at odds with the lived reality of K-12 education” in many ways. However, 
we contend that teachers that have attended our PD would be able to incorporate 
some constructionist learning experiences into their classes, particularly in view of 
the emphasis that creative thinking has in the general capabilities of the Australian 
Curriculum (ACARA, 2018).
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Unlike Brennan (2015), the changes to our PD have been largely been motivated by 
the challenges reported by the teachers, which would be considered to be on the actual 
side of the tension between actual and aspirational. The feedback from the teachers in 
our workshop surveys, particularly those in 2013 and 2014, indicated that the teach-
ers wanted resources that could be directly used in their classes, such as lesson plans. 
Furthermore, the current consensus is that PD is effective when it is aligned with the 
needs of the participating schools and involves collaboration with school administration 
(Desimone, 2009; Menekse, 2015). Therefore, we have often designed PD which has 
addressed the actual nature of K-12 education, rather than the aspirational nature of a 
more constructionist approach.

In recent workshops, we have also included sessions that involved open-ended, con-
structionist learning experiences such as the Creative Computing session in the 2017 
Primary workshop. Although there is a climate of high-stakes testing in Australia, there 
are ways to introduce design activities that align with outcomes in the relevant curri-
cula. For example, our local state education authority states that, “Designing, making, 
data collection and analysis” are part of the Science and Technology subject area (NSW 
Education Standards Authority, 2018). Additionally, in the national curriculum there are 
general abilities, such as Critical and Creative Thinking (ACARA, 2018), which could 
be addressed through the inclusion of design activities in teachers’ classes.

One of the other challenges that we consider to be part of the tension between actual 
and aspirational is related to the inclusion of C&CT into a curriculum that is over-
crowded (Polesel, Rice, & Dulfer, 2014). Ideally, teachers would have sufficient time 
to learn and teach C&CT in addition to other subjects, but it is challenging for teachers 
to find this time. To address this challenge, local educational authorities and research-
ers have recommended that teachers find ways to integrate C&CT across existing sub-
ject areas (Barr & Stephenson, 2011; NSW Education Standards Authority, 2018). One 
way we have found to negotiate this tension is the creation, in 2017, of two workshops 
that were focussed on integrating C&CT with mathematics: ScratchMaths for Primary 
School teachers and Networks for High School mathematics teachers. The contents of 
these workshops were aligned with specific curriculum outcomes, from mathematics 
and C&CT. 

Tension between Anthropology and Assessment

One of the tensions that we have experienced, which was not identified by Brennan 
(2015), is the tension between assessing the teachers’ CK and PCK and restricting our 
evaluation to quality assurance and self-reported measures of self-efficacy or impact. 
Brennan (2015, p. 295) does not mention the assessment of the teachers during the 
ScratchEd PD directly but does state that there is a “lack of meaningful metrics for as-
sessment and evaluation” when defining the tension between actual and aspirational. 
However, we contend that there are metrics for assessment of CK and PCK that can be 
meaningful and appropriate for suitable contexts and, consequently, we consider the 
tension between anthropology and assessment as separate to the tension between actual 
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and aspirational (see Fig. 3). We also recognise that the formats of different PD in the 
ScratchEd PD may be more difficult to assess than workshops. For example, it could be 
impractical to assess teachers’ CK and PCK before and after a breakout session in one 
of the ScratchEd Meetups.

Although the teachers that have participated in our PD have not suggested that we 
include assessment, we contend that there are two main reasons why a more rigorous 
evaluation of CK and PCK would be beneficial. Firstly, in order to improve the effective-
ness of our PD, we need to know whether we have had a positive effect on teachers’ CK 
and PCK. Presently, we base improvements to our activities based on self-reported mea-
sures given by participating teachers.  Secondly, organisations and governments spend 
significant funds on PD and, consequently, there is a need to identify whether the PD has 
had a positive impact on teachers’ classroom practices beyond teachers self-reporting. 
For example, researchers from Google, who have funded the CS4HS (Computer Sci-
ence 4 High School) program, have recently begun investigating the long-term impacts 
of their programs on teachers’ self-reported knowledge of C&CT and their beliefs about 
teaching C&CT (Ravitz, Stephenson, Parker, & Blazevski, 2017).

One of the challenges that we have encountered, that we consider part of the ten-
sion between anthropology and assessment, is the difficulty of identifying appropriate 
instruments to measure teachers’ CK and PCK. There have been instruments developed 
for assessing understanding of CK, but much of this work has been done in tertiary 
education (Guzdial, 2015), and these instruments may not be appropriate for measuring 
the CK that K-12 teachers need. In his review of PD studies conducted in the United 
States of America between 2004 and 2014, Menekse (2015) reports that seven of the 
studies involved some assessment of teachers CK. However, a deeper reading of these 
studies uncovered that only three of them involved measurement of CK that was not 
self-reported. Furthermore, these three studies used instruments that were developed by 
the authors or by an unidentified source, and did not report reliability of scales. There 
is also currently limited research into the assessment of PCK specific to C&CT (Saeli 

Fig. 3: Tension between anthropology and assessment.
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et al., 2011; Yadav et al., 2018).  A form of PCK, which is referred to as Computational 
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (CPACK), was present in one of the studies reviewed 
by Menekse (2015). However, in the study in which Yasar and Veronesi (2015) introduce 
CPACK, they do not report measures of teachers’ CPACK or include details on how data 
can be collected or analysed to measure teachers’ CPACK. Similarly, while the research 
conducted by Yadav et al. (2018) examines teachers’ PCK through teaching vignettes, 
their methods do not include quantitative measures. 

Discussion and Further Research

In this paper, we have analysed our PD through the framework of the ‘tensions negoti-
ated’ defined by Brennan (2015). In this section, we summarise our findings and discuss 
the implications for PD design. We also outline our plans for future research.

To negotiate the tension between tool and learning we have found it is helpful to 
include a balance of activities that address both tools and learning, as we recognise that 
both CK and PCK are essential. We have also identified potential technical issues that 
can be encountered when using the different tools, and believe it is important that teach-
ers are made aware of these issues. 

To negotiate the tension between direction and discovery we have observed it is 
valuable to include activities where teachers can explore concepts without direct 
instruction from a resource or instructor, such as the 10 Blocks activity. We have also 
found that it is beneficial to provide teachers with choices of activities in the form of 
parallel sessions, or to let them choose their own direction for learning and then offer 
instructional support. In response to survey feedback, we have included sessions where 
teachers worked together to create an artefact unaided, such as a unit plan, or sessions 
where teachers were given a problem to solve with minimal guidance. These sessions 
were very well received in subsequent years.

To negotiate the tension between individual and group we have included an increasing 
number of collaborative activities, such as collaborative lesson planning and problem 
solving. For our PD design for 2018, we have planned to train and support teachers 
who are interested in establishing PLCs. These PLCs could encourage the sharing 
of knowledge and collaboration between teachers after they have participated in the 
PD. The development of the workshop was influenced by the work to develop Master 
Teachers in England (Sentance et al., 2014).

To negotiate the tension between expert and novice we observed that it is useful to 
design extension activities for the teachers that complete the PD activities quickly. We 
have differentiated the activities to cater for different levels of CK within workshops 
and created different workshops to accommodate different PCK needs according to the 
level of schooling that participants teach at. We also found that inviting expert teachers 
to share their experiences implementing C&CT with their classes was highly regarded 
by all participating teachers. 

To negotiate the tension between the actual and aspirational we have started run-
ning workshops that address existing subject areas and specific curriculum outcomes. 
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It is assumed that the teachers participating in these workshops already have subject 
knowledge in that domain, and that they would be able to assess those subjects already. 
These workshops are narrower in scope but provide greater depth of learning. We have 
made changes to the PD that are intended to address the aspirational aspects of con-
structionism as well. We have found these changes have provided teachers with skills 
and resources that can help them introduce design activities to their classes, such as 
the Creative Computing curriculum guide (Brennan et al., 2014). Another PD project 
planned for 2018, which may address this tension, involves running the PD over a longer 
period of time. This could allow for longer-term open-ended projects that teachers can, 
in turn, develop with their students.

The new identified tension, the tension between anthropology and assessment, ex-
tends the tensions negotiated by Brennan (2015). Although there are arguments for 
measuring outcomes in our PD, as explained in the previous section, it could also be 
argued that PD with constructionism as a framework for action should not involve any 
assessment of learning outcomes. Papert and the MIT Logo group were known for being 
opposed to standardised testing (Agalianos et al., 2006), and Papert (1987) argued that 
focusing on assessing outcomes could lead to technocentrism. However, there are ex-
amples of constructionist research that involve the collection of quantitative measurable 
learning outcomes, including the study of children designing instructional mathematics 
games conducted by Harel and Papert (1990). Harel and Papert (1990, p. 10) referred 
to these outcomes as “thinner results” because, while they could be used to assess the 
students’ performance, they are not as in-depth and rich as the qualitative data collected 
in the study. While we agree with this sentiment, the analysis of quantitative data helps 
us understand what we can do to improve our PD. Furthermore, the reporting of quanti-
fiable measures helps address the concerns of funding agencies and government bodies 
regarding the impact of our PD on teachers. 

We believe that learners, whether they are teachers or students, should be encour-
aged to explore ideas through the self-directed creation of artefacts that are personally 
meaningful to them. However, as Noss and Hoyles (1996) argue, this does not mean that 
we should not plan for learning outcomes or that there should be no assessment of these 
outcomes. Thus, we need to negotiate the tension between acting as anthropologists and 
assessing teachers’ learning in CK and PCK with quantitative measures. Our next PD 
workshops will integrate our desire for authentic constructionist experiences and the de-
sire to improve these experiences by ensuring that the PD has had a measurable positive 
effect on teachers’ CK and PCK. 
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